
Red Army Soldier Recollections Of The
Eastern Front Of World War II

World War II was a devastating conflict that involved nations from all around the
globe. The Eastern Front, in particular, witnessed some of the fiercest battles and
the highest number of casualties.
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In this article, we delve into the recollections of Red Army soldiers who fought on
the Eastern Front during World War II. These firsthand accounts provide a unique
perspective on the harsh conditions, the brutal battles, and the camaraderie
within the Red Army.
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Life on the Eastern Front

The Eastern Front of World War II was an unforgiving theater of war. The Red
Army soldiers faced extreme weather conditions, inadequate supplies, and
relentless attacks from the German forces.

"Surviving the harsh winters was one of the biggest challenges we faced," recalls
Ivan Petrov, a former Red Army soldier who served on the Eastern Front. "We
had to ration our food and endure freezing temperatures without proper winter
clothing."
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The soldiers were often subjected to long marches, sleep deprivation, and
constant threats from enemy forces. Despite the hardships, the soldiers displayed
immense resilience and unwavering determination.

Unleashing the Fury of War

The battles on the Eastern Front were nothing short of brutal. The two sides
clashed relentlessly, resulting in staggering casualties on both ends.

Alexander Kuznetsov, another veteran of the Red Army, vividly recalls the
intensity of combat: "The sound of gunfire and explosions was deafening. It felt
like the whole world was crumbling around us. We fought for every inch of land,
knowing that the fate of our homeland was at stake."

The soldiers of the Red Army formed strong bonds with their comrades-in-arms,
relying on each other for support and survival.

Acts of Heroism

Within the chaos and devastation of war, acts of heroism shone brightly. Many
Red Army soldiers displayed incredible courage and selflessness.

"I will never forget the bravery of my fellow soldiers," expresses Pavel Ivanov, a
veteran who fought on the Eastern Front. "They risked their lives to save others,
disregarding their own safety."

These stories of heroism serve as a testament to the indomitable spirit of the Red
Army soldiers who fought on the Eastern Front.

The Price of Victory

The victories achieved by the Red Army on the Eastern Front came at a great
cost. The death toll was staggering, and the toll on physical and mental well-



being was immense.

"We lost countless comrades during the war," laments Nikolai Mikhailov. "Each
loss felt like a part of us was being torn away. The scars of war will forever be
etched in our hearts."

The sacrifices made by the Red Army soldiers were celebrated, but the toll
inflicted on them cannot be forgotten.

Legacy and Remembrance

Today, we honor the memory of those who fought on the Eastern Front. Their
contributions and sacrifices played a crucial role in shaping the outcome of World
War II.

"We must never forget the horrors of war," emphasizes Ivan Petrov. "It is through
remembrance that we can strive for a peaceful future."

The recollections of Red Army soldiers provide a glimpse into the endurance,
bravery, and camaraderie that defined the Eastern Front during World War II.
Their stories serve as a reminder of the human spirit's resilience in the face of
unimaginable hardships.
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What readers of Born Under a Lucky Star say:

“Gripping and humbling read.” — Goodreads Reviewer

“This book taught me a great deal, and I feel lucky to have read it.” — Goodreads
Reviewer

“Possibly, one of the best WW2 books I've ever read, and I've read a great many.
Also, a tremendous example of how to live life. Remarkable story!” — Amazon
Reviewer

“A startling recount of privation and duty. The author was a very brave soldier in
defense of his people and their land.”— Amazon Reviewer

“This is one of the more compelling memoirs of a WWII soldier that I have
read.”— Amazon Reviewer

History is written by the victors, but the harsh reality of war can only be depicted
by its soldiers.

As a Russian recruit in World War II, Ivan Makarov witnessed General Chuikov
pull out his pistol and shoot their regimental commander as a traitor. That was on
his first day at the front.
Thrown into an open field to face German tanks and artillery fire, with only rifles
and machine guns to defend themselves with, almost 2,000 men of his regiment
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were wiped out in only six days at the Eastern Front. At this rate, Ivan struggled to
comprehend how he would survive the hundreds of battles that lay before him,
with death seeming to be the only certainty.

In his raw and trenchant memoir, Ivan recounts the terror and despair faced by a
Red Army soldier on the Eastern Front.
He has no sympathy for Stalin and his incompetent commanders, who sought
awards and recognition at the expense of their soldiers’ lives. He simply wanted
to serve his country.

It is rare to find first-hand accounts of the Great Patriotic War from Red Army
soldiers, as many did not survive to tell the tale. For the first time, Ivan reveals his
gripping recollections of battles, times, places, and people encountered
throughout World War II, from when he was drafted in 1941 until their victory in
1945.

These recollections he dared not put on paper until 1992.

About the Author

Ivan Makarov was my grandfather on my mother’s side. He was a veteran of the
Great Patriotic War. From my childhood, I remember that he loved to tell stories
about the war—about his childhood and life. Ivan also had an old typewriter and
was constantly typing on it. In early 2000, he came to visit us, gave a bundle of
printed stories to my mother, and said, “These are my memoirs of the war. One
day, you should publish a book. Let people know the real truth about the war, as
all my life, I have never seen the real war portrayed in any book or movie.”

There are hardly any accounts detailing what the war was like for a Red Army
soldier from the front line, especially in the first years. A profoundly changed man



returned from there. Those who managed to return, as a rule, did not like and
could not recount the real events that had transpired, and many of the Russian
military documents of those years are still inaccessible to the public.

Ivan wrote these stories from 1992 to 1998, after the Soviet Union collapsed and
it became possible to talk about what had really happened openly. Before this
time, he could easily go to prison for such writings. This book is a collection of
individual stories. These events Ivan recalls in detail, from Stalingrad to Germany.
During the first half of the war, Ivan was a machine gunner and a regimental
scout during the second. He talks about what he saw and experienced during the
war and what difficulties were faced by ordinary soldiers. Ivan describes how he
was captured by the Germans, escaped, and returned to the Red Army, and how
he served in the machine gun company once more. Later, he was assigned to the
army’s intelligence.
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